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Abstract—Numerous procedures and methods consume been planned in recent years for the publication of sensitive microdata. 
However, there is a trade-OFF to be measured amongst the level of privacy offered and the usefulness of the obtainable data. 
Recently, slicing was planned as a unique method for cumulative the usefulness of an anonymized obtainable dataset by 
separating the dataset vertically and horizontally. This effort proposes a unique method to upsurge the usefulness of a communal 
dataset even additional by permitting touched gathering though maintaining the prevention of association disclosure. It is 
additional exposed that by incomes of a process to mondrian upsurges the competence of slicing. This paper displays though 
work weight trials that these improvements help preserve facts usefulness healthier than outdated slicing.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 Nowadays, facts is existence collected over our 
everyday activities such as by incomes of credit cards, 
surfing the web, by incomes of emails etc. This facts can be 
actual useful to corporations and amenity earners and 
mining it may stretch them a competitive edge in the 
market. However, the facts is typically collected and 
applied deprived of the consent of the facts subjects. 
Subsequently this facts may comprise unaggregated and 
person detailed information, sensitive separate material 
may get exposed to the numerous parties involved in its 
facts mining. Thus there is a essential to anonymize the 
dataset beforehand its publication to evade a privacy 
breach.   

Microfacts comprises material on an separate level and 
may reveal detailed sensitive characteristics about a 
subject. Microfacts characteristics can be divided broadly 
into three categories:   

1. Identifiers (ID) which can uniquely identify an 
separate such as SSN or passport no.   

2. Quasi identifiers (QI) which can be can be 
secondhand in combination with other publicly 
obtainable records to uniquely identify an separate 
such as birthdate and zipcode.  

3. Sensitive characteristics (SA) are characteristics 
that an separate seeks to protect and the linking of 
this feature to a unique separate could be 
measured a privacy breach. Eg. Disease, salary.   

 
Numerous microfacts anonymization methods consume been 
planned to avoid the exposure of SAs such as simplification, 
bucketization, and more recently, slicing.  

 

1.1 SIMPLIFICATION 

Simplification everything by first eliminating identifiers 
subsequently the facts and then separating tuples into loads 
and then transforming the QI standards in every bucket into 
less detailed but semantically consistent standards such that 

the tuples in the identical bucket cannot be distinguished by 
their QI values. However, this method fails for high-
dimensional facts and forces a great quantity of 
simplification which greatly decreases the usefulness of the 
obtainable dataset. Also, subsequently the detailed 
significance of a generalized intermission cannot be 
determined, the facts analyst has to assume a uniform 
delivery for every significance in the interval. This 
additional decreases the usefulness of the anonymized 
dataset.   

1.2 BUCKETIZATION 

 Bucketization too everything by first eliminating 
identifiers subsequently the facts and then separating tuples 
into loads but then it separates the SAs subsequently the QIs 
by arbitrarily permuting the SA standards in every bucket. 
The anonymized dataset then comprises of a set of loads 
with arbitrarily permuted sensitive feature values. This 
method does not provide defense against association 
revelation and an adversary can find out whether an separate 
has a record in the obtainable dataset or not subsequently the 
QI standards are obtainable in their unique forms. Also, 
bucketization needs a clear distinction amongst SAs and QIs 
which may not be conceivable in actual dataset.  
 
1.3 SLICING 

Slicing , as planned by tiancheng LI et al., everything by 
eliminating revealing identifiers subsequently the facts and 
then grouping highly corconnected characteristics together. 
This is complete by finding the association amongst every 
feature and then gathering on the basis of these association 
coeffectual standards by incomes of a k-medoid gathering 
algorithm. The dataset is then divided vertically in 
accordance with the feature clusters. The dataset is then 
divided straight into loads by incomes of the mondrian 
process after which the pilaster standards in every bucket are 
arbitrarily permuted to stretch the anonymized dataset.  
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Slicing’s main influence is an upsurge in the facts 
usefulness of the obtainable dataset which is attained by 
preservative relations amongst corconnected characteristics 
and breaking the relations amongst uncorconnected 
attributes. However, subsequently the feature clusters are not 
overlapping, an feature can be mined for information solitary 
subsequently within its own cluster. This vastly hampers the 
usefulness of the dataset. Note that due to the great number 
of fake tuples produced in slicing, facts mining the whole 
dataset is similarly not feasible. Supplementary shortcoming 
of slicing is that the feature gathering phase often produces 
lone pillars i.e. a pilaster with solitary one (or comparatively 
actual few) attributes. Such pillars may not lend to the 
usefulness of the obtainable dataset. Lastly, the mondrian  
process that slicing employs for its bucketization phase 
causes a great above your head in the  calculation era due to 
its sorting phase but trials show that it fails to provide a 
healthier consequence than other random partition 
algorithms.   

II. IMPROVED SLICING 

In this section, a unique facts anonymization classical is 
obtainable that recovers upon the shortcomings of slicing. 
The main aids of this classical are the use of an touched 
gathering method in the feature separating phase and the 
use of an another tuple separating process in lieu of 
mondrian.   

 
Age Sex Zip Profession Teaching Disease 

20 F 12578 Scholar 12th FlU 

41 
26 

M 
M 

12589 
12460 

Government 
Auctions 

Post-Graduate 
10th 

Dyspepsia 
Dyspepsia 

23 
29 

F 
M 

12216 
12903 

Scholar 
Agriculture 

Graduate 
12th 

FlU 
Gastritis 

32 M 12093 Army Graduate Bronchitis 

 
Table 1: Sample database.  

 
Sex Profession Zip Teaching Age Disease 

M 
M 

Auctions 
Army 

12460 
12578 

10th 

12th 

32 
26 

Bronchitis 
Dyspepsia 

F Scholar 12093 Graduate 20 FlU 
M Agriculture 12216 Graduate 29 Gastritis 
F 
M 

Scholar 
Government 

12589 
12903 

Post-
Graduate 

12th 

23 
41 

FlU 
Dyspepsia 

 
Table 2: communal database. 

  
 Sex  Profession  Zip  Teaching  Age  Disease  Disease Profession  

M  
M  

Auctions 
Army  

12460  
12578  

10th  

12th  

32  
26  

Bronchitis 
Dyspepsia  

Dyspepsia 
FlU  

Auctions 
Scholar 

F  Scholar  12093  Graduate  20  FlU  Bronchitis  Army 

M  Agriculture  12216  Graduate  29  Gastritis  Gastritis  Agriculture  
F  
M  

Scholar 
Government  

12589  
12903  

PG  
12th  

23  
41  

FlU  
Dyspepsia  

Dyspepsia 
FlU  

Government  
Scholar  

 
Table 3: Improved Communal Database.  

  
Improved slicing everything by first finding the relations 

amongst every pair of characteristics and then gathering 
these characteristics into pillars by touched gathering on the 
basis of their association coefficients. The dataset is then 
straight divided into loads filling l-diversity by incomes of 
a unique tuple separating algorithm. The pillars within 
every bucket are then arbitrarily permuted with admiration 
to one supplementary to stretch an improved communal 
dataset.  

  2.1 TOUCHED GATHERING  

 As mentioned above, restricting an feature to solitary 
one pilaster hampers the facts usefulness of the obtainable 
dataset. The whole idea behind slicing is to release 
corconnected characteristics composed which then lends to 
the usefulness of the anonymized dataset. Thus, permitting 
an feature to belong to more than one pilaster would release 
more feature relations and thus enhance the usefulness of 
the obtainable dataset.  
  Tables 2 and 3 show the anonymized tables after 
applying slicing and improved slicing methods 
respectively. In table 2, disease is grouped with age and sex 
is grouped with occupation. Even IF profession similarly 
had a reasonably great association with disease but sex did 
not, they could not be joint into a bigger collection and thus 
the facts usefulness due to the association amongst disease 
and profession is lost. In table 3, the characteristics 
profession and disease are current in more than one pilaster 
i.e. they are overlapping. This allows highly corconnected 
characteristics to collection together. This similarly solves 
the problematic of lone pillars by merging corconnected 
characteristics into a new pilaster in its place of just leaving 
out an feature with a low correlation.  
   The notion of meeting association gathering was 
planned by F. Bonchi et al. And can be employed to the 
feature separating phase of the slicing algorithm. In this 
technique, a set of non-meeting clusters is rehabilitated to 
touched clusters by permitting an feature to belong to more 
than one cluster by examining the resemblance purpose 
amongst the feature and every cluster. The process 
everything by finding a multi-labeling purpose that 
preserves the similarities amongst objects. Specified a set 

of N objects V �{v1,...,vn}, a resemblance purpose s 

over V�V , And A resemblance purpose H amongst sets, 

It finds A multi-labeling purpose B that minimizes the 

cost:  

The resemblance purpose s can be distinct by the 

pearson’s association coeffectual and H is typically distinct 

in the subsequent two ways:  

• Jaccard coefficient: This is a ordinary set-
resemblance purpose distinct as  

• Set-interSegment indicator: This is secondhand 
when two objects distribution a single cluster label 
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is adequate to assert association in the identical 
cluster. This is distinct as  

 Numerous of these resemblance purposes can be 
secondhand for the process and the initial non-meeting 
clusters can be computed with k-medoid. The meeting 
association gathering process features a local-exploration 

process  that finds the purpose B as exposed in process 1. It 

must be noted that though this method is icontract for great 
dimensional data, a dataset with few sizes can in its place use 
a modified k-member gathering process by permitting every 
cluster to find facts opinions irrespective of their inclusion in 
supplementary cluster.   

It must be noted that touched gathering produces fewer 
fake tuples than non-touched clustering. This is subsequently 
the touched characteristics tend to negate some of the 
possible fake tuples. For example, to reconstruct a tuple 
subsequently table 3, we differentiate that the (M, Army) 
significance can comprise numerous of the standards 
subsequently the additional pilaster but has to comprise the 
significance (32, Bronchitis) subsequently the third pilaster 
as the (Bronchitis, Army) relation is implied in the fourth 
column. This produces a aggregate of four conceivable 
tuples, every covering one of the standards subsequently the 
additional pilaster with the other pilaster standards residual 
the same.  

 
Process 1: Touched Clustering.  

 Figure 1 displays a representation of the feature clusters 
formed in touched slicing. Here, the collections G1 And G2 

every comprise clusters that share one or more feature 
amongst themselves. It must be noted that a lower number 
of collections consequence in a lower number of fake 
tuples. Hence, a metric beta has been obtainable to control 
the least number of collections formed. Ideally, a low beta 

will consequence in great facts usefulness due to the 
progressive number of feature relations existence 
unconfined but lower privacy defense due to the lower 
number of fake tuples existence produced though a great 
beta can provide progressive privacy but hamper the facts 
utility. This beta is secondhand in the gathering phase to 
control if an feature must be allocated to a cluster or not as 
exposed in process 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Touched pillars clustered into groups.  

2.2 TUPLE SEPARATING  

In this phase, the tuples are divided into loads and 
checked for l-diversity. Improved slicing does not use the 
mondrian process as it incurs a great computational above 
your head yet fails to provide a healthier result. Instead, the 
dataset is divided straight as exposed in process 2.   

    
 

Process 2: Tuple partitioning.  
 

 The line Q initially has solitary one bucket covering all 
the tuples and the line SB is empty. In every iteration, the 
process removes a bucket B subsequently Q and splits the 
bucket along the SAs into M loads somewhere M is the 
aggregate number of discomparable sensitive feature 
standards in B. Half the tuples in every of the M loads are 
then arbitrarily chosen and allotted to bucket B1 and the rest 
to bucket B2. If the communal table after the split satisfies 
l-diversity, then the process puts the two loads B1 And B2 at 
the end of the line Q for additional splits. Otherwise, we 
cannot split the bucket anymore and the process puts the 
bucket B into SB. When Q develops empty, we consume 
computed the communal table and the set of communal 
loads is in SB.  

The era complexity of mondrian is O(N logn) though 

the alternate tuple separating process obtainable here 
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receipts solitary O(n) time. The diversitycheck process is 

the identical as in slicing except that the calculation of 

p(t,B) and D(t,B) needs us to calculate the aggregate 

number of conceivable tuples produced in every bucket.  

 

III. UNTRIED EXAMINATION 

 
In this section, the effectiveness in preservative facts 

usefulness of the planned improved slicing method is 
assessed against the prevailing slicing method. All 
procedures are applied in java and the trials remained run on 
an IntEl Core i3 2.27GHz engine with 2GB oF RAM and 
Windows 7 OS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Description of the adult dataset.  
 The trials made use of the adult facts set subsequently 
the UC irvine engine knowledge repository , as labeled in 
Table 4. Tuples with missing standards remained 
eliminated and the trials remained attained on the residual 
30,162 valid tuples seeing profession to be the sensitive 
attribute. Characteristics with incessant kind standards 
remained discretized into equal sized bins and then treated 
as a discrete domain.  
 Improved slicing aims to provide a progressive privacy 
normal than conventional methods like simplification and 
bucketization by using the inherent privacy preservative 
possessions of slicing such as feature and association 
revelation protection. The subsequent examination aims to 

show that improved slicing not solitary maintains the 
privacy defense offered by slicing but similarly proposals a 
progressive usefulness in the anonymized dataset.  
 The chief aim of this paper is to current a method to 
upsurge the usefulness of a communal dataset and 
subsequently the facts usefulness of a communal table 
depends on the number of feature relations released, the 
improved slicing process is assessed on the basis of the 
normal association coefficients amongst the characteristics 
in every pilaster against the number of pillars released. Due 
to the random nature of the gathering procedures used, 
every run may crop discomparable pilaster attributes. 
Hence, for a specified number of columns, every method 
was applied 50 periods and the normal results remained 
reported as exposed in Figure 2. During the whole 
experiment, the least number of characteristics in the 
pilaster covering the as was incomplete to 3 and the beta 

for improved slicing was set to 2.  
  

 

 

Figure 2: Normal association vs number of columns.  
  

It can be seen subsequently the graph that for slicing, the 
normal association amongst the characteristics in the pillars 
unconfined tends to fall as the number of pillars increase. 
This is to be expected as the number of characteristics in 
every pilaster would discount with the rise in number of 
pillars subsequent in a lower normal of the association 
coeffectual and formation of lone columns. Improved slicing, 
on the other hand, tends to upsurge its normal association 
coeffectual up to a maxima and then decline like slicing. 
This could suggest the existence of an optimal number of 
pillars that delivers the uppermost usefulness for a 
communal dataset. Improved slicing can provide the 
identical level of privacy as non-touched slicing by filling 
the privacy degree used. Keeping the least size of every 
bucket incomplete to 250, both slicing and improved slicing 
remained able to satisfy l-diversity for l = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND UPCOMING EFFORT 

 This paper gifts a unique method for cumulative the 
usefulness of anonymized datasets by refining upon some 
of the shortcomings of slicing. Improved slicing can 

Feature  Kind  Standards  

Age  Incessant  74  

Workclass  Uncompromising  8  

Final-
Weight  

Incessant  NA  

Teaching  Uncompromising  16  

Education-
NuM  

Incessant  16  

Marital-
Status  

Uncompromising  7  

Profession  Uncompromising  14  

Relationship  Uncompromising  6  

Race  Uncompromising  5  

Sex  Uncompromising  2  

Capital-
GaIN  

Incessant  NA  

Capital-
Loss  

Incessant  NA  

Hours-Per-
WeeK  

Incessant  NA  

Country  Uncompromising  41  

Salary  Uncompromising  2  
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duplicate an feature in more than one pilaster and this leads 
to superior facts usefulness subsequently of an augmented 
release of feature correlations. Improved slicing satisfies all 
the privacy safeguards of outdated slicing such as 
prevention of feature revelation and association disclosure. 
This effort similarly gifts an alternate tuple separating 
process that innings faster and is more efficient. The 
untried results prove the superior facts usefulness if by 
improved slicing though filling diversity.  

 Upcoming investigation effort in this zone can comprise 
the extension of the notion of improved slicing to datasets 
filling more severe anonymity bounds such as t-closeness 
and m-invariance. Additional examination on the result of 
the number of unconfined pillars on facts privacy and 
usefulness must similarly be considered. Improved slicing 
for datasets covering more than one sensitive feature is 
similarly a conceivable upcoming investigation direction.   
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